In physics it is frequently needed to precisely measure the count rate of some process. Quite often one needs to care of electronics dead time, pile-up and other features of data acquisition system to avoid systematic shifts of the count rate. In this article we present a statistical mechanism to diminish or completely eliminate systematic errors arising from correlation between the events. Also we present examples of application of this method to analysis of "Troitsk numass" and "Tristan in Troitsk" experiments.
Introduction
One of the frequent types of measurements in physics is count rate measurement, where there are some events with the constant rate and one needs to measure this rate precisely. Usually it is done by simply dividing total number of events in a time frame by the length of this time frame: µ = N f /T f . In this case the time information from the events is discarded. There are several problems which could affect those measurements:
• Dead time and/or event correlations for higher count rate. If events are too close to each other, some of them could not be counted, or efficiency of detection could be reduced.
• Correction for the frame length for smaller count rate. If the time between events is comparable to the length of measurement interval, one could get incorrect estimate of the count rate due to additional time between first event in frame and after last event.
• Irregular background events, which do not have constant rate, but occur in short bursts, randomly distorting the measured count rate.
The standard technique to deal with those problems is to plot a histogram of between subsequent events and qualitatively investigate the deviation from exponential law. One can also try to fit the histogram with exponent and extract the value of the count rate, but such method brings additional systematic errors due to histogram binning. The statistical analysis technique, presented in this article, allows to extract full information from the time distribution of events (based on time window selection rule), search for anomalies in the distribution and correct those anomalies.
The technique was used to analyze the data of "Troitsk nu-mass" experiment in search for sterile neutrino in beta-decay ( [1] ). In this experiment we deal with both small count rates (about few Hz near the endpoint) and relatively high count rates (up to 20-30 kHz) for retarding potential of 14 kV. Also, it was discovered earlier during the previous experiment( [2] ), that there are short irregular bursts of background events. Those bursts do not affect sterile neutrino search, but still could be studied and eliminated. The major problem is the electronics dead time of about 6.5 µs which could not be measured with sufficient precision and produces major contribution to the systematic error. Currently, the main detector of "Troitsk nu-mass" is replaced by new high-speed segmented "TRISTAN" detector prototype ( [3] ), which has smaller dead time and smaller count rate per channel (the project is called "Tristan in Troitsk"). The effect of dead time in this setup us much smaller but still must be investigated and accounted for.
There are a lot of articles about correct application of the dead time in different experiments (the number of those works is to large to cite). Usually those are Monte-Carlo simulations of dead time and correlation effects (which was also done during preparation of this work) or analytic study of statistical properties (like [4] ). Also there are a lot of works about experimental estimation of dead time with different methods (like Fourier analysis), but the problem of unknown exact dead time and/or correlation effects seems to be rather rare and mostly missed by community.
Statistical time analysis
Consider simple poissonian process: independent events coming at a constant rate. The distribution of time intervals between events follows exponential distribution:
where µ is the count rate and and τ = 1/µ is the the average distance between events. In case events strictly follow this distribution, one could extract the count rate by maximizing likelihood function:
where N + 1 is the total number of events and t i is a time distance between event number i and i + 1. Taking logarithm of (2) and differentiating the result over µ one gets:
Equating this derivative to zero, one gets solution:
Designating N i=1 t i as T , one gets familiar expression µ = N/T . While this solution coincides with obvious definition of count rate as number of events in allotted time, there a minor nuance. In general, one takes all events and the total measurement time, and in this case one takes all but one event and total time between first and last event, ignoring the time before the first event and after the last one. This difference is irrelevant for high count rates, but could matter for extremely low count rates when times between events is comparable with total measurement time. Now let us suppose that there is a distortion of time distribution, which affect small time delays. Typical cases of such distortions are:
• electronics dead-time;
• after-pulses, positive and negative event shape tails and other effect which could introduce correlation between nearby events;
• short-time high frequency noise bursts.
The dead time is usually taken into account when calculating the total count rate, but in cases when average distance between events is compatible with dead time, errors introduced by the incorrect determination of the dead time could be significant. The problem is complicated by the fact that hardware dead time is not constant and depends on different parameters like signal amplitude ( [1] ). After-pulses and event correlations are easy to miss even when analyzing time distributions. Noise bursts play significant role when one works with small signal to noise ratio (low signal count rate) and could be seen by naked eye in event distribution, but could not be eliminated by simple means.
In order to exclude systematic error from those effects, we propose to use a time cutoff. Let us choose arbitrary time t 0 and filter the event chain to leave only events with delay greater than t 0 . In this case the shape of time distribution above t 0 wont change, but there will be change in distribution normalization and (1) will look like this:
The likelihood in this case looks like:
where t i are experimental intervals between events greater then t 0 and N is total number of those intervals. The likelihood logariphm looks this way:
The maximum of L(µ) corresponds to:
The difference between uncut solution (4) and (8) is additional term t 0 in average time estimation. Using Gaussian approximation, one could also get an uncertainty for that estimate. The statistical uncertainty for µ is defined by the same formula as for regular one σ µ /µ = 1/ √ N . The estimate could be also obtained by grouping data in histogram and fitting it, but that approach is much slower since it involves non-linear curve fit and introduces additional systematic error from grouping data into histogram.
One important note about this analysis is that it does not make any additional assumptions about the signal beyond the fact that events with t > t 0 are statistically independent. It produces mathematically correct results for any count rate and any cutoff time. Of course, for large cutoffs, the loss of statistical sensitivity will be significant.
Another important remark concerns the selection process for rejected events. If one wants to filter some noise or unwanted events, the method does not guarantee that all filtered out events are "bad" and all saved events are "good". Usually one expects the "bad" event to come after "good" one, but it is not necessary the case. The method could be run on reversed event chain, where time difference is calculated backwards. If one wants to reliably get some properties of signal beyond simple count rate, one needs to be careful to compare the results with forward and backward chains and combine time of arrival analysis with other techniques like amplitude analysis.
The distribution (5) accounts only for lower boundary of t since most distortions occur for smaller times, but it could be modified to include upper boundary (for example for short measurements with small count rates). Also it is possible to use Bayesian analysis techniques to apply any kind of prior information on t.
Cutoff scan
A powerful technique that could be used in time analysis is the cutoff time scan. For a single set of data one can estimate count rate with different t 0 and make a plot of µ versus t 0 . Fig. 1 shows cutoff scan for typical "Troitsk nu-mass" data from run 2017 05. The greyed area arround the curve represent the resulting statistical error for given t 0 . The values for different cutoff times are strongly correlated because they are based on almost same data, so the real difference Reconstructed count rate (Hz) Figure 1 : The cutoff scan for typical "Troitsk nu-mass" data at count rate about 15 kHz.
between neighboring points is much less than that error. This plot allows not only to find anomalies (significant deviation of dependence from constant) and establish t 0 that should be used, but also estimate the systematic shift those anomalies cause and an increase of statistical error for different cutoffs.
Estimation of t 0 for final analysis based on region of stability is fair from statistical point of view, since any choice of t 0 gives mathematically correct result, but one should be careful to use the same t 0 for all data sets. Choosing different t 0 for different data sets or using criterion not based on stability (for example selecting cutoff which gives the smallest count rate) could add additional information to the analysis.
Dead time
The dead time uncertainty is often a major source of systematic uncertainty. The problem comes from the fact that the dead time could not be experimentally estimated with sufficient precision, may change from one run to another and could depend on event amplitude (all those problems are observed at "Troitsk nu-mass"). In order to avoid uncertainties from electronics dead time, one could select a t 0 cutoff slightly above the range of electronics dead time and estimate µ from (8) using modified distribution (5) . Since t 0 is set manually, it could be selected with any precision and does not produce addi-tional systematic error. Of course statistical error will be slightly increased because some events with delay below t 0 are excluded from analysis.
The ratio between statistical error for the whole data set and for cut one equals the square root of ratio between total number of events before and after the cut. For real life example shown at Fig. 1 with count rate about 15 kHz setting t 0 to about 10 µs reduces the statistical error by 10% compared to total statistics and only by 3.5% compared to real count rate with dead time of 6.5 µs. It could be clearly seen, that behavior of the dependency below the dead time and above it is quite different and for higher values of t 0 errors are actually larger.
Correlation analysis
Another problem that arises is the correlation between events. For example, Fig. 1 shows not only sharp fall below the dead time, but also smooth increase from 7 up to 15 µs, which has different nature. The signal from Troitsk numass electronics has a long negative after-pulse. When second event falls on that tail, effective threshold for that event is raised, therefore number of registered events is diminished. The effect is actually larger for higher count rates because the probability to hit the tail of last event increases with it. The problem could be solved by setting t 0 to 20-30 µs losing significant portion of statistics for higher count rate, but in this case it was solved by using direct signal digitization and compensating for signal tail (some details could be found in [6] ).
Some previous works (like [7] ) try to treat different special cases of event correlations like multiple decay chains. The time scan technique does not make any assumptions on the nature of correlations. On the contrary, anomalies in the time scan could help to find specific problems like it was done in "Troitsk nu-mass" analysis. When the reason for correlation is known, it is possible to adjust the prior distribution to save statistical sensitivity.
Bunch noise rejection
Time of arrival could be used not only for high count rate, but also for cleaning irregular background in low count rate part of spectrum. In Troitsk nu-mass there are two sources of such irregular background:
• Spectrometer electrode discharge. Micro-discharges produce very short (few milliseconds) high frequency bursts.
• Electron trapping in the spectrometer. Electrons born inside the main spectrometer sometimes become trapped inside between two magnetic mirrors. In this case electron losses energy by ionizing residual gas in the spectrometer and in that process produces secondary electrons which has probability to hit detector. Those events looks like long (few seconds) "bunches" of events with slightly increased count rate.
Previously such noise was treated with sliding window algorithm, which cut the whole time frames with count rate greatly exceeding average count rate in the data point. Algorithms like this has a number of problems:
• One needs to manually set the threshold value for a count rate. It could be calculated based on fixed probability value so the probability to cut the frame in the sample without noise is always the same (does not depend on the count rate). But still, this probability is defined manually and it is hard to estimated without a lot of simulations.
• The systematic error introduced by the procedure is hard to estimate without simulation.
• The effectiveness of filtering strongly depends on the ratio between noise rate and measured count rate. The method does not work for average count rate more than few Hz.
• The effectiveness of filtering depends on the correct guess of the frame length, because short frames are not effective for long bunches and long ones do not work well for short bunches.
The statistical approach allows to solve all those problems. The Fig. 2 shows the dependence of reconstructed count rate for two different bunch count rates. In both cases the basic count rate (without bunches) was 3 Hz and bunch length was set to 5 seconds. In first case the frequency of bunhces was increased two times so the total adjustment to the count rate would be the same in both cases.
It could be seen, that after selecting appropriate cutoff t 0 , it is possible to mitigate bunch effect in both cases. In case of bunch count rate of 6 Hz, the cutoff stabilization occurs for lower t 0 which allows to treat the problem with smaller loss of statistics. The t 0 parameter could be selected manually using cutoff scan plot. Also in order to be completely unbiased one could choose a constant fraction of the events to be rejected γ and adjust cutoff time for each actual count rate r to cut approximately this fraction: t 0 = ln(1−γ) r . In this case all data sets are treated exactly the same way. The effectiveness of count rate reconstruction in this case does not depend on bunch length.
Non-uniform count rate case
Even in a technically correct experiment, count rate is not always exactly the same. Consider a case of slowly changing count rate. For example in "Troitsk nu-mass" the drift is caused by the slight change of amount of tritium in the source. In this case the distribution is not exactly exponential and method could not be used as is. It could be solved by separating event chain in small chunks (for example 1000 subsequent events), calculating the count rate for each chunk and then averaging it. In this case count rate is the same during the chunk and the method works fine. surement (the average count rate is 26.25 kHz). It could be seen, that simple splitting the chain in chunks improves the result, but using arithmetic mean solves the problem completely.
Conclusion
The histogram of distribution of times between events is commonly used to find irregularities in the events time distribution or to show lack of such irregularities, but the distribution is almost never used as a primary tool for analysis due to instabilities and loss of information caused by histogram fitting. In this work we presented the mathematically correct approach to extract the information about count rate directly from the time distribution (5) without grouping events in histogram and thus without fitting procedure at all. Additionally we presented a time difference cutoff scan -the powerful technique, which could be used both for examining data for irregularities and to select the final cutoff time t 0 to cut those irregularities. The technique allows to work with very high count rate without systematic effects and correctly evaluate statistical errors when dead time is present. Also it allows to perform systematic-free irregular noise filtering on small count rates.
The approach very similar to the one used in this article could be found in [5] . Instead of using chain filter, authors propose to subtract the dead time from each of intervals and leave only those with positive time. The resulting formula for count rate is equivalent to 8, but the technique presented in this article is more concise and could be adjusted to more complicated priors.
In case of "Troitsk nu-mass" time analysis allowed to completely avoid systematic error from dead time uncertainty, by sacrificing minor portion of statistics. Also we used the cutoff scan technique to find and eliminate minor flaws in electronics operation.
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